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Abstrat
Reently, p-yles were suggested as a way of proteting ommuniation
networks from link failures. p-yle protetion is onsidered a fast protetion
method similar to rings and 1+1 protetion, but ahieves apaity eieny
omparable to meshed protetion methods.
We onsider the problem of jointly routing ommuniation hannels and
proteting links using p-yles. An integer linear programming model is pre-
sented and a olumn generation algorithm for solving the problem is imple-
mented. This algorithm enables an experimental study of the eieny of
p-yles. The results show, that p-yles are signiantly more eient than
rings and omparable to any meshed protetion method. The results also
show that substantial savings an be ahieved when routing and protetion is
performed jointly as ompared to when it is not.
Based on the integer linear programming model, we disuss how protetion
osts an be taken into aount in routing methods. We also we disuss an
alternative eieny measure of the p-yles, whih takes into aount the
interplay with existing p-yles.
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1 Introdution
Reliable ommuniation networks are important in the soiety today beause of the
inreasing dependeny on ommuniation. To inrease reliability protetion methods
may be applied, i.e. methods to reroute the ommuniation in ase of failure. For
this reason, there has been a widespread researh in dierent protetion methods
and many dierent types have been suggested. In general there is a tradeo between
ahieving a fast fault reovery and minimizing the apaity usage of the links in the
network. Historially, the requirement that ommuniation has to be restored in less
than 50 ms has divided the dierent methods into two groups, the fast protetion
methods whih an reover from failures in 50 ms and the apaity eient methods
whih annot. Some examples of protetion methods are:
• Fast protetion methods: Pre-ongured methods, e.g. 1+1 protetion and
ring protetion.
• Capaity eient protetion methods: Meshed methods, e.g. Shared
Bakup Path Protetion and omplete rerouting.
Common for all fast protetion methods are that they use pre-ongured apaity
to protet the network. This enables rerouting to be performed by end nodes of the
failed link only. Sine only end nodes of the failed link perform any rerouting, the
protetion is fast but the apaity eieny is limited.
Reently a new fast protetion method, alled p-yle protetion (Pre-ongured
Protetion Cyle), has been suggested [8℄. It is laimed that the p-yle protetion
method is also apaity eient, leading to the laim that p-yles provide ring-like
speed with mesh-like apaity.
The main ontribution in this artile is the implementation of a olumn generation
algorithm whih is used to obtain lose to optimal solutions (usually within 1%
from optimum) for the joint routing and protetion problem, where protetion is
performed using p-yles.
The remainder of the artile is organized as follows. In Setion 2 the general prob-
lem of routing and p-yle protetion is desribed. Previous work on optimization
of p-yle protetion is briey reviewed in Setion 3. In Setion 4 the olumn gener-
ation algorithm for joint routing and p-yle alloation is desribed. The developed
algorithm is tested on 6 networks and in Setion 5 the results are presented and
disussed. Finally onluding remarks are given in Setion 6.
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2 The p-yle Protetion
Consider a given network onsisting of a set of nodes and a set of bi-diretional
links. A set of onnetion demands speies the number of ommuniation hannels
whih needs to be established between dierent nodes. The routing problem is then
the problem of routing the hannels along paths through the network suh that all
demands are fullled.
The established onnetions may be interrupted through link failures. The prote-
tion problem is to ensure that enough apaity on the remaining links exists suh
that the hannels may be rerouted in ase of a link failure. We denote the apa-
ity used for routing the working apaity and the apaity used for protetion the
protetion apaity. The total apaity is then the sum of the working apaity and
the protetion apaity for all links in the network. The joint routing and prote-
tion optimization problem is then to minimize the total apaity requirement, by
hoosing the best paths and the best protetion methods. Many dierent routing
and protetion methods have been suggested, for a general introdution to routing
and protetion, see e.g. [6℄.
A p-yle is a protetion method whih use a yle of pre-ongured apaity (i.e.
apaity alloated prior to link failures) to protet links. The same amount of
pre-ongured apaity is required on all links of the yle. The apaity is pre-
ongured suh that in ase of a link failure, the only nodes that need to do rerouting
are the end nodes of the failed link. Thus no signaling is required. The p-yle
protet two types of links, on-yle links, see Figure 1 and straddling links, see
Figure 2. In the gures, the thik solid lines indiate the pre-ongured apaity
of the p-yle. The failed links, in Figure 1 link EF and in Figure 2 link BF , are
marked with a ross.
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Figure 1: On-yle link protetion
On-yle protetion uses the fat that there is always one other way around the yle,
in ase of a single link failure. In ase a link on the yle fails, the ommuniation
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hannels whih use the failed link may be restored by routing them the reverse way
around the yle, illustrated with the dashed line from node E through D C B A
to node F . Naturally the maximal number of hannels whih an be proteted for
the on-yle links orresponds to the pre-ongured apaity of the p-yle. This is
essentially standard ring protetion.
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Figure 2: Straddling link protetion
In Figure 2 it is shown how a link, whih is a hord of the yle, an be proteted.
This link is in the p-yle artiles alled a straddling link and we will use this term.
Beause the end-nodes are on the yle but the link is not on the yle, the yle
has two routes between the end-nodes (B and F ) of the failed link, illustrated with
the dashed line and the dotted line in Figure 2. The p-yle an hene protet twie
the pre-ongured apaity of the p-yle. The straddling link protetion is what
dierentiates p-yles from standard rings. For a more omprehensive desription of
p-yles we refer to hapter 10 in [6℄.
A link may be proteted by several p-yles, i.e. if a link fails, the hannels using
that link may be proteted by rerouting them along several dierent p-yles. Fur-
thermore we are restriting the possible p-yles to simple p-yles where a node
may only have two inident links on the yle. In [6℄ ases of non-simple p-yles
are studied.
In this artile we study the problem of jointly planning routing and p-yle prote-
tion. Given a network and a onnetion demand, the total apaity of the network
is minimized.
3 Previous Work on p-yle Planning
p-yles were rst suggested in [8℄ and it was laimed that p-yles provide ring-like
speed with mesh-like apaity. Sine then, a number of artiles have been pub-
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lished regarding dierent aspets of p-yles. In this setion we briey review those
whih are most relevant in onnetion with the joint routing and p-yle protetion
planning problem onsidered here.
In [12℄ theoretial arguments are given for the eieny of p-yles. Bounding-
type arguments are given for the laim that p-yles are the most eient type of
pre-ongured (apaity) pattern. The argumentation is onsistent, but is based on
fully onneted networks, whih seems far from the rather sparse teleommuniation
networks.
In [8℄ a Mixed Integer Program (MIP) model for planning p-yle protetion is
given. A prerouted network is assumed, i.e. the protetion apaity requirement
is minimized given the working apaity. The main problem with this approah is
that it requires enumeration of all possible p-yles. Beause the number of p-yles
grows exponentially, only networks of moderate size may be solved to optimality.
By pre-seleting promising p-yles the size of the networks whih an be handled
may be inreased albeit sariing the optimality guarantee, see also [4, 15℄. In [4℄
two measures for evaluating p-yles are suggested. In Setion 4.4.2 we study these
measures in more detail.
The problem of joint routing and p-yle protetion is studied in [7, 10℄. In [7℄ a
number of paths and p-yles are pre-seleted, making optimization of networks of
medium size possible, again sariing the optimality guarantee. [10℄ apply olumn
generation to impliitly represent all paths and p-yles. The generation of p-yles
is not guaranteed to generate the best p-yles, hene optimality is not guaranteed,
see setion 4.4.1.
A dierent approah is taken in [11℄. Here a omplex MIP model, whih does not
require enumeartion of all possible p-yles, is formulated. The number of binary
variables of the formulation is O(|N | · |L| · |C|), where |C| is the number of p-
yles whih are atually used. While this is ertainly an improvement ompared
to an exponential number variables in the MIP formulation from [8℄, the size of the
formulation still grows signiantly making optimal solution methods diult for
networks of medium size. Instead an elaborate method for stepwise optimization
of gradually rened models is suggested. This enables heuristi optimization of
networks with up to 25 nodes.
4 Solution Methodology
As disussed in Setion 3, the MIP model suggested in [8℄ requires enumeration of
all possible p-yles to ahieve an optimal solution. In this setion, we desribe
how the use of a olumn generation algorithm allows us to solve a relaxation of the
MIP model through impliit enumeration of the p-yles. This enables solution of
the LP-relaxed MIP model to optimality generating only a fration of the possible
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p-yles.
In the following setions we will in Setion 4.1 desribe the MIP model for joint
routing and p-yle protetion. In Setion 4.2 the olumn generation algorithm
whih is needed to solve the relaxed MIP model is desribed. The olumn generation
algorithm requires the solution of two sub-problems: The path generation problem,
desribed in Setion 4.3, and the p-yle generation problem, desribed in Setion
4.4. Finally, in Setion 4.5 we desribe how to use the generated paths and p-yles
to nd near optimal solutions to the original MIP model.
4.1 The Joint Routing and Protetion Planning Problem
Consider a network G(N,L), a set of onnetion demands D, indexed by kl ∈ D,
between the nodes k and l requiring dkl ommuniation hannels, a set of paths P ,
indexed by p ∈ Pkl, for eah demand pair kl and a set of p-yles R, indexed by
r ∈ R . Let cij be the unit ost of alloating one unit of apaity on link ij ∈ L.
The unit ost of a path cklp =
∑
ij∈Pkl
cij is alulated as the sum of the unit osts
for eah link in the path, and the unit ost of a p-yle cr =
∑
ij∈r cij is the sum of
the unit ost of the links of the yle. The onstants PATHklp,ij ∈ {0, 1} with value
1 if path p ∈ P for demand kl ∈ D use link ij ∈ L and 0 otherwise denes the paths
and the onstants PCY Cr,ij ∈ {0, 1, 2} with value 1 if link ij of p-yle r ∈ R is
on-yle, 2 if link ij is straddling and 0 otherwise denes the protetion oered by
the p-yle. The variables vklp ∈ Z
+
dene the number of hannels of demand kl ∈ D
on path p ∈ Pkl and the variables ur ∈ Z
+
, dene the pre-ongured apaity of
p-yle r ∈ R. Then a MIP model for the Joint Routing and p-yle Protetion
problem, heneforth alled the JRPP model an be formulated:
minimize:
protection cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
r∈R
cr · ur +
routing cost︷ ︸︸ ︷∑
kl∈D
∑
p∈Pkl
cklp · v
kl
p (1)
subjet to:
(ξkl)
∑
p∈Pkl
vklp ≥ dkl ∀ kl ∈ D (2)
(piij)
∑
r∈R
PCY Cr,ij · ur −
∑
kl∈D
∑
p∈Pkl
PATHklp,ij · v
kl
p ≥ 0 ∀ ij ∈ L (3)
vklp ∈ Z
+ ∀kl ∈ D, p ∈ Pkl (4)
ur ∈ Z
+ ∀r ∈ R (5)
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The objetive funtion (1) alulates the ombined routing and protetion ost. The
onstraints (2) ensure that all demands are satised by routing the required hannels
along one or more of the available paths. The onstraints (3) ensure that eah link
is proteted against failure by alloation of enough protetion apaity along p-
yles whih oers protetion to the link. Notie the dierene between on-yle
link protetion and straddling link protetion is inluded in the PCY Cr,ij onstant.
The dual variables of onstraints (2) are ξkl and the dual variables of onstraints (3)
are piij .
The JRPP model is a generalization of the MIP model suggested in [8℄, whih arises
when Pkl ontain exatly one path, the shortest, for eah demand kl. The same
model as the above is used in [7, 10℄. The main problem with the JRPP model is
that the number of paths and p-yles grows exponentially with the number of nodes
(and links) in the network. In order to ensure optimality, all paths and p-yles must
be onsidered expliitly or impliitly. To avoid expliit representation of paths and
p-yles, olumn generation is applied. The Relaxed JRPP model (R-JRPP) is
reated by relaxing the integer domain onstraints (4) and (5) of the variables vklp
and ur, i.e. v
kl
p , ur ∈ R
+
. The R-JRPP model is an LP model, whih an then be
solved using olumn generation where the paths and p-yles are taken into aount
impliitly. The olumn generation algorithm solves a R-JRPP model of redued size
where only a small subset of paths P and p-yles R are inluded. We denote this
the R-JRPP(P,R) model. Paths and p-yles are then generated when needed.
4.2 Column Generation Algorithm
The idea of a olumn generation algorithm is to only generate the variables when
needed, i.e. when the redued ost of a variable is negative. For eah iteration of
the olumn generation algorithm the paths (one for eah demand) with the minimal
redued ost is found and the p-yle with the minimal redued ost is found. If
the redued ost of a path or a p-yle is negative, they are alled improving. If no
improving paths or p-yles are found, the algorithm terminates and the R-JRPP
model has been solved to optimality using only a subset of possible paths and p-
yles. The olumn generation algorithm is given in pseudo-ode in Figure 3.
Initially the olumn generation algorithm is started with a set of shortest paths, one
for eah demand, and a set of dummy p-yles one for eah link ij. A dummy p-
yle is a (non-existent) p-yle whih has the ability of proteting just one link and
whih is so expensive that it will never show up in the optimal solution. Then the
R-JRPP(P,R) model is solved based on the urrent set of paths P and the urrent
set of p-yles R. Based on the dual variables (pries) from equation (2) (ξkl) and
equation (3) (piij), improving paths and p-yles are found. This proess ontinues
until no improving paths or p-yles are found.
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P = Shortest path for eah demand nodepair kl
R = one dummy p-yle for eah link ij
do
Solve the R-JRPP(P,R) problem
Solve routing subproblems searhing for improving paths
if improving paths found then
Add improving paths to P
Solve p-yle subproblem searhing for an improving p-yle
if improving p-yle found then
Add improving p-yle to R
while improving path or improving p-yle is found
Figure 3: The joint routing and p-yle protetion olumn generation algorithm
4.3 Subproblem I: Path Generation
The path generation problem is the problem of generating (improving) paths with
negative redued ost. The redued ost of a variable ĉp,kl an be alulated based on
the dual variables ξkl and piij from equation (2) and equation (3) in the R-JRPP(P,R)
model and the link ost cij as follows.
ĉp,kl =
∑
ij∈p
cij − ξkl +
∑
ij∈p
piij (6)
Eah redued ost ontains three terms, the sum of the link osts cij , a reward term
ξkl for providing an additional path to route the demand kl and a sum of the link
protetion osts piij . ξkl appear in the redued ost for all kl-paths. Therefore the
path with the lowest redued ost for a demand kl an be found as the shortest path
in a network with link osts.
cij = cij + piij (7)
By duality piij ≥ 0 and by assumption cij ≥ 0, this means that cij ≥ 0. Thus we an
apply the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [3℄ and the shortest paths for all demands kl
an be alulated in O(|N |3). For all nodepairs kl, if a path exists with ĉp,kl < 0 it
is an improving path and it is inluded into the set of paths P in the R-JRPP(P,R)
model.
When the algorithm terminates the prie ĉij is the prie for using that link, inluding
both routing osts and protetion osts. Often joint routing and p-yle protetion
is un-realisti beause, as is argued in [11℄, introdution of new p-yles in a network
is a strategi deision, whereas routing is an operational deision. We suggest that
after the strategi hoie of p-yles, based on a foreast of the demand, routing is
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performed as shortest path routing based on cij pries. This is not optimal beause
new p-yles might be needed, but an estimation of the protetion osts is utilized
in the routing.
4.4 Subproblem II: p-yle Generation
The seond subproblem is the p-yle generation problem, i.e. the problem of gener-
ating p-yles with negative redued osts. The redued osts of the p-yles depends
only on the piij dual values. The redued osts may hene be alulated as given
below.
ĉr =
∑
ij∈r
cij−
∑
ij straddling r
2 ·piij−
∑
ij∈r
piij =
∑
ij∈r
cij−
∑
ij straddling r or ij∈r
2 ·piij +
∑
ij∈r
piij
(8)
The last equality sign follows immediately by inluding both straddling and on-yle
links into the seond sum and afterwards orreting by adding the third sum.
The p-yle generation problem is an NP-hard optimization problem [10, 13℄ whih
we have previously termed the Quadrati Seletive Travelling Salesman problem.
This problem is desribed in detail in [13℄ and we refer to this artile for an in-depth
treatment. In [9℄ a polyhedral study of the problem is arried out.
The following MIP model of the P -Cyle Generation problem, heneforth alled the
PCG model, use three types of variables: The variables yi ∈ {0, 1} represents the
nodes whih are part of the p-yle, 1 for being inluded 0 otherwise. The variables
xij ∈ {0, 1} for ij ∈ L represents the links where the protetion apaity is pre-
ongured, 1 for being inluded 0 otherwise. Finally the variables zij represents all
nodepairs ij ∈ L whih are inluded in the p-yle, 1 for the nodepair being inluded
0 otherwise.
minimize:
∑
ij∈L
(cij + piij)xij −
∑
ij∈L
2piijzij (9)
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subjet to:
∑
j∈V
xij = 2yi ∀ i ∈ N (10)
zij ≤ yi ∀ ij ∈ L (11)
zij ≤ yj ∀ ij ∈ L (12)
zij ≥ yi + yj − 1 ∀ ij ∈ L (13)∑
i∈S,j 6∈S,ij∈L
xij ≥ 2(yk + yl − 1)
∀ S ⊂ N, 3 ≤ |S| ≤ |N | − 3 , k ∈ S, l 6∈ S (14)
xij , yi, zij ∈ {0, 1} (15)
The objetive equation (9) alulates the redued ost as desribed above in equation
(8). All nodes whih are in the p-yle are required to have to 2 inident links, whih
is ensured by equation (10). Therefore only non-simple p-yles are feasible. For eah
ij ∈ L where i and j are inluded in a p-yle, i.e. yi = 1 and yj = 1, the variable
zij = 1. This is ensured by equation (11), (12) and (13). Sub-tour elimination
onstraints are added in order to ensure that onneted rings are onstruted (14).
Finally the domain onstraints (15) ensure integer variables.
The PCG model is solved using the branh-and-ut algorithm desribed in [13℄.
Solving the PCG model is the bottlenek of the olumn generation algorithm. This
is validated by omputational tests, see Table 2 in Setion 5.1. To speed up the
olumn generation algorithm, heuristi generation of improving p-yles ould be
applied. Inspiration for this ould be sought in algorithms for the TSP problem and
for the quadrati knapsak problem. Ultimately however, to ensure optimality of the
olumn generation algorithm, guarantee of non-negative redued osts is required,
i.e. the optimal solution of the PCG model is required.
4.4.1 Redued ost of rings
For omparison we modify the algorithm to deal with ring protetion. We use the
same olumn generation algorithm, with almost the same JRPP model. The only
dierene is the removal of straddling protetion from the PCY Cr,ij onstant (i.e.
PCY Cr,ij = 1 if link ij of p-yle r ∈ R is on-yle and 0 otherwise). The path
generation problem, see Setion 4.3, remains the same, but the MIP model for the
ring generation problem is slightly dierent from the PCG model. The objetive is
to nd the ring with the most negative redued ost, hene equation (9) is hanged
to equation (16) below, where the reward for the straddling links has been removed.
ĉ
ring
r =
∑
ij∈L
(cij − piij)xij (16)
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Only the objetive funtion is hanged to nd improving rings instead of improving
p-yles. However, at the same time the zij variables and the onstraints in equation
(11), (12) and (13) beome obsolete. This indiates that ring generation is easier
than p-yle generation, and in fat rings an be generated in polynomial time.
Applying the Bellman-Ford algorithm [3℄, rings with negative redued osts, negative
yles, an be found in O(|L| · |N |2) time.
The Bellman-Ford algorithm an also be applied to heuristially generate p-yles,
whih is done in [10℄. Sine the Bellman-Ford algorithm is a polynomial algorithm, a
signiant speed improvement ompared to the branh-and-ut algorithm we apply,
an be ahieved. However, the Bellman-Ford algorithm does not take straddling
protetion into aount. In [10℄, the redued osts of p-yles are estimated based
on the redued osts of rings whih are found using the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Afterwards ontribution to the redued osts from the straddling links are added.
These will always improve the redued osts beause piij ≥ 0. Based on the fat that
on average long p-yles ontain more straddling links than short p-yles and hene
on average are more eient, the network on whih the Bellman-Ford algorithm is
applied is modied. The osts cij of all the weights in the network is redued by a
xed amount, before applying the Bellman-Ford algorithm again. This adjustment
makes long p-yles more attrative to the Bellman-Ford algorithm. The problem
with this approah is that it is only on average that long p-yles are more eient
than short p-yles, i.e. a short p-yle may be the p-yle with the most negative
redued ost. Hene optimal solution of the relaxed R-JRPP model is not guaranteed
in [10℄. As noted in [10℄ and as we demonstrate in Setion 5.4, straddling link
protetion is an essential feature of p-yles and thus important to take into aount
when generating p-yles.
4.4.2 p-yle Eieny
As mentioned in Setion 3 a way to redue the problem of the large number of
possible p-yles is to pre-selet a fration of promising p-yles. In [4℄ two dierent
measures of the p-yles eieny for p-yle pre-seletion is suggested: A Priori p-
yle Eieny AE(r), see equation (17) and Demand-weighted p-yle Eieny
EW (r), see equation (18).
AE(r) =
∑
ij PCY Cr,ij∑
ij∈r cij
(17)
EW (r) =
∑
ij CAPij · PCY Cr,ij∑
ij∈r cij
(18)
The eieny measure AE(r) ounts the number of proteted links, divided by the
ost of the p-yle. In EW (r) the oered protetion apaity is weighted with the
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working apaity whih needs to be proteted for eah link, CAPij. Hene this
measure assumes that the demands are already routed.
To ompare AE(r) and EW (r) measures with the redued ost (ĉr) from equation
(8), the redued osts of the p-yles is divided by the ost
∑
ij∈r cij (assuming∑
ij∈r cij > 0) of the p-yle and equation (19) is obtained.
ĉ′r = 1−
∑
ij∈r piij · PCY Cr,ij∑
ij∈r cij
(19)
Given a p-yle r, the sign of ĉ′r is the same as ĉr, beause we assume cij ≥ 0, i.e.
ĉr < 0⇒ ĉ′r < 0. However, the division may have hanged the order of the p-yles
with negative redued osts, hene the best p-yle aording to equation (8) is
not neessarily the best p-yle aording to equation (19). The division eetively
makes the shorter p-yles more attrative. If we ignore the onstant term, hange
the sign of the fration we obtain a new measure whih should be maximized.
ĉ′′r =
∑
ij piij · PCY Cr,ij∑
ij∈r cij
(20)
It is interesting to ompare the optimal p-yles aording to the three dierent
measures: AE(r) (equation (17)), EW (r) (equation (18)) and ĉ′′r (equation (20)).
The optimal p-yle aording to the AE(r) measure, is the p-yle with the lowest
average ost for link protetion. The main problem is that it does not take into
aount the atual need for protetion, i.e. the working apaity whih needs to be
proteted. The EW (r) measure weights the importane the protetion of the links
aording to the working apaity CAPij of eah link. The main problem with the
EW (r) measure is that it does not take the interplay of the dierent p-yles into
aount, i.e. a link may not be very interesting to protet, even though CAPij is
high, beause the link might already be heaply overed by other eient p-yles.
Given a network, a set of existing p-yles and a demand, we onjeture that the
measures dened in equation (8) and equation (20) are the best measures of future
p-yles to inlude into the network.
4.5 Getting Integer Solutions
The olumn generation algorithm obtains an optimal solution to the R-JRPP model,
but it is not guaranteed to return an integer solution, i.e. the optimal solution to the
JRPP model. In this artile we have hosen the simple solution of solving the JRPP
model using a standard MIP solver with the paths P and p-yles R olleted during
the olumn generation algorithm. Hene it is really the JRPP(P,R) model whih
is solved and it is important to aknowledge that the MIP solver only returns the
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optimal solution given the available paths and p-yles and not the optimal integer
solution to the full JRPP model. But beause we have an optimal lower bound
from the olumn generation algorithm, the solution to the R-JRPP model, we an
quantify the worst ase optimality gap. As the results learly illustrates in Setion
5.3 this approah is fully suient to ahieve lose to optimal performane for all
the networks tested. In order to get the real optimal solution a branh-and-prie
algorithm is needed [1, 14℄.
5 Results and Disussion
Our olumn generation algorithm and the integer heuristi is tested on 6 networks,
see Table 1. The objetive of the tests and disussions in this setion is twofold:
To examine the eieny of the olumn generation algorithm and to ompare the
apabilities of p-yles with ring protetion and the meshed protetion lower bound.
Nodes Links Avg. Node. Working Meshed Protetion
degree apaity Lower Bound
Cost239[2℄ 11 26 4.73 86 11.6
Europe 13 21 3.23 158 90.0
USA[4℄ 28 45 3.21 1273 641.2
Italy[5℄ 33 68 4.12 1718 -
Frane[4℄ 43 71 3.3 3473 -
Frane 2[4℄ 43 71 3.3 4043 -
Table 1: The tested networks
The olumns in Table 1 ontains (in order): The number of nodes, the number
of links, the average node degree, the working apaity i.e. apaity after shortest
path routing of all demands, and the meshed protetion lower bound. Note that
omplete rerouting is a lower bound for any meshed protetion method. Thus, the
meshed protetion lower bound an be found by performing omplete rerouting for
all single link failures. To alulate the optimal routing for omplete rerouting, a
olumn generation algorithm was implemented. Beause the number of variables
rise as O(|N |2|L||Pkl|), omplete rerouting ould only be performed for the three
smallest networks.
For all networks, one bi-diretional hannel is requested for all nodepairs, exept for
the network Frane 2 where the same (sparse) demand pattern as in [4℄ was used.
Otherwise, the networks Frane and Frane 2 are idential. In the tests we assume
unit osts for the links, i.e. cij = 1, as have been done previously in [4℄.
Based on the test networks, in Setion 5.1 results regarding omputational eieny
of the algorithm are given. In Setion 5.2 the protetion apaity of p-yles is
ompared with the protetion apaity of rings, using shortest path routing and joint
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routing, and with the meshed protetion lower bound. In Setion 5.3 the integer
solutions are ompared with the bound. Finally in Setion 5.4 the importane of
straddling link protetion oered by the p-yle method is studied.
5.1 Computational Eieny
In Table 2 data regarding the running time of the olumn generation algorithm (and
the MIP solver) is given. For eah network, the total running time, the perentage
of the time spent on the master problem (inluding time spent on initialization
and path generation), the perentage of the time spent on generating p-yles, the
perentage of the time spent on obtaining integer solutions, the number of p-yles
generated, the number of p-yles used in the integer solutions and the time spent on
generating one p-yle on average. The CPLEX 9.0 solver is used both to solve the
R-JRPP model in the olumn generation algorithm, in the branh-and-ut algorithm
for the PCG model and to obtain the integer solutions of the JRPP(P,R) model.
The MIP solver generates the integer solutions as desribed in Setion 4.5, but if a
provably optimal solution is not fund after 30 seonds, the MIP solver is terminated
and the best feasible solution found is returned. The omputer used was a 1200
MHz SUN Fire 3800 mahine.
Total JRPP PCG Integer #p-yles Avg. PCG
Time (se.) Time (%) Time (%) Time (%) Gen. Used Time (se.)
Cost239 0.4 25.0 % 75.0 % 0.0 % 8 3 0.04
Europe 1.0 10.0 % 90.0 % 0.0 % 10 5 0.09
USA 44.3 2.0 % 30.2 % 67.7 % 17 11 0.79
Italy 160.6 3.1 % 78.1 % 18.7 % 44 14 2.85
Frane 360.1 2.1 % 96.3 % 1.6 % 43 22 8.07
Frane 2 239.2 0.7 % 99.1 % 0.2 % 41 19 5.78
Table 2: Computational eieny
The olumn generation algorithm terminates in less than 361 seonds for all the test
networks. The main part of the running time is spent on generating p-yles (and to
some extend nding an integer solution). The number of generated p-yles is low,
always less than 50, eventhough the number of available p-yles for e.g. the Frane
network is at least 500000 [4℄. Furthermore only about half of these are used in the
integer solutions. The running time may be improved by pre-generating a number
of p-yles e.g. by using the pre-seletion methods suggested in [4, 15℄.
5.2 Protetion Capaity Eieny
In this setion we will ompare the (integer) solutions for the JRPP model, the Short-
est Path Routing p-yle Protetion SPRPP model, the Joint Routing and Ring
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Protetion JRRP model and the Shortest Path Routing Ring Protetion SPRRP
model. The shortest path protetion models for p-yle protetion SPRPP and ring
protetion SPRRP only allows the demands to be satised using one path: The
shortest. Hene the JRPP model is redued to ontain only the shortest path in the
set of paths Pkl for eah demand. The ring protetion models are solved using the
same olumn generation algorithm desribed in Setion 4.2, with the modiations
desribed in Setion 4.4.1.
For eah network in Table 3, the required working apaity is given in the rst
olumn and then the protetion apaity and required extra apaity protetion
apaity (ompared to working apaity) in % of the working apaity is given for
the integer solutions for the four dierent models.
p-yle Protetion Ring Protetion
Working JRPP SPRPP JRRP SPRRP
Abs. Abs. Rel. Abs. Rel. Abs. Rel. Abs. Rel.
Cost239 86 30 35% 37 43% 90 105% 94 109%
Europe 158 112 71% 147 93% 162 103% 182 115%
USA 1273 861 68% 1064 84% 1328 104% 1472 116%
Italy 1718 868 51% 1206 70% 1774 103% 1892 110%
Frane 3473 2255 65% 2904 84% 3732 107% 3954 114%
Frane 2 4043 3345 83% 3470 86% 4774 118% 4848 120%
Table 3: p-yle and ring protetion eieny
From Table 3 it is lear that the joint routing and p-yle protetion method is the
most eient of the fast protetion methods. This method requires between 35%
and 83% extra apaity to protet the network. The orresponding ring protetion
method requires between 103% and 118% extra apaity. p-yles are most apaity
eient for the networks with the highest node degree: Cost239 and Italy. The
higher density of the networks enables better use of straddling links, whih is shown
in Setion 5.4.
In [11℄ a number of good arguments against joint routing and protetion are given.
While we aknowledge these, we nd it interesting that a saving of between 3%
and 22% of the required protetion apaity is possible for p-yles. A possible
explanation of the improved eieny of joint routing and protetion is oered in
Setion 5.4.
In a sense the omparison in Table 3 is not fair, beause the perentages are given
ompared to no protetion at all. In Table 4, the meshed protetion lower bound
is ompared to p-yle protetion with and without joint routing. The rst olumn
ontains the working apaity and the seond olumn ontains the meshed protetion
lower bound. Then follows the protetion apaity, the extra apaity ompared to
the meshed protetion lower bound and the extra apaity in perent of the working
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apaity for JRPP and SHRPP. These extra apaities are the worst ase extra
apaities neessary to obtain fast protetion.
Working Meshed JRPP SPRPP
Protetion Abs. Extra Extra % Abs. Extra Extra %
Cost239 86 11.6 30 18.4 21% 37 25.4 30%
Europe 158 90.0 112 22.0 14% 147 57.0 36%
USA 1273 641.2 861 219.8 17% 1064 422.8 33%
Table 4: Meshed protetion vs. p-yle protetion
5.3 Integer Solution Quality
Table 5 shows the gap between the lower bound found by the olumn generation
algorithm and the integer solution found by the MIP solver.
p-yle Protetion Ring Protetion
SPRPP JRPP SPRRP JRRP
Cost239 4.65 % 2.33 % 2.50 % 5.45 %
Europe 0.59 % 0.00 % 0.99 % 0.75 %
USA 0.15 % 0.35 % 0.00 % 0.09 %
Italy 0.11 % 0.81 % 0.14 % 0.08 %
Frane 0.01 % 0.15 % 0.00 % 0.00 %
Frane 2 0.08 % 0.08 % 0.03 % 0.04 %
Table 5: Integer gap (%) to Column generation lower bound
As an be seen from Table 5 the solutions obtained are within 1% from optimum
for all variants of the algorithms for all networks, exept Cost239 where the integer
solutions are up to 5.45% from the lower bound. Thus in general the algorithm
produe lose to optimal solutions.
5.4 Straddling Link Protetion and Surplus Capaity
The dierene between p-yles and rings is in essene the possibility of proteting
straddling links. In this setion we investigate how muh of the protetion apaity
is straddling protetion ompared to on-yle protetion. The p-yles may be able
to protet more working apaity in the link than is atually present. This is denoted
surplus apaity. The surplus apaity for a link ij orresponds to the value of the
left hand side of equation (3).
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Table 6 ompare the on-yle protetion apaity, the straddling protetion apaity
and the surplus apaity for JRPP and SRPP. All apaities are given in perent
of the total protetion apaity, i.e. on-yle plus straddling protetion apaity. It
JRPP SRPP
On-yle Straddling Surplus On-yle Straddling Surplus
Cost239 29 % 71 % 17 % 31 % 69 % 29 %
Europe 52 % 48 % 25 % 52 % 48 % 44 %
USA 52 % 48 % 20 % 56 % 44 % 33 %
Italy 39 % 61 % 18 % 43 % 57 % 39 %
Frane 50 % 50 % 17 % 58 % 42 % 30 %
Frane 2 56 % 44 % 30 % 55 % 45 % 36 %
Table 6: Pre-ongured apaity: On-yle, straddling and surplus
an be seen in Table 6 that for the networks Cost239 and Italy more than 50%
of pre-ongured protetion apaity is straddling protetion. For the rest of the
networks 40% to 50% is straddling protetion. The higher amount of straddling
apaity in the networks Cost239 and Italy is due to the higher density of these
networks. This also explains the higher apaity eieny of the p-yle protetion
method for these networks in Table 3.
The eet of joint routing and protetion only slightly inreases the amount of
straddling apaity. On the other hand, joint routing and protetion signiantly
dereases the amount of surplus pre-ongured protetion apaity and this seems
to be the main reason for the improved apaity eieny of joint routing and
protetion.
6 Conlusion
In this artile we have desribed an integer linear programming model for the prob-
lem of jointly routing and proteting a network using p-yles. Based on the model,
it is disussed how the protetion ost an be taken into aount in routing meth-
ods. Furthermore, a new measure of p-yle eieny is disussed, whih takes the
interplay of existing p-yles into aount.
A olumn generation algorithm is implemented to solve the problem. This enables
an experimental study of the eieny of p-yles. Lower bounds for networks with
up to 43 nodes and 71 links are found in 361 se. Based on the olumns found,
integer solutions are found whih are at most 5.45% above the lower bound and
for most networks less than 1% above the lower bound. Analyzing the integer
solutions, we observe that straddling protetion delivers 42% to 71% of the oered
protetion apaity, most in the more dense networks where the p-yle protetion
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is most eient. The apability of straddling protetion is hene a valuable addition
to standard ring protetion. Joint routing redue the required protetion apaity
with between 3% and 22%. The main reason for the improvement is the redued
surplus protetion apaity.
The algorithm is also used to ompare p-yles with rings and a lower bound for
meshed protetion methods. The gap between the joint routing and protetion for
p-yles and the meshed protetion lower bound is between 14% and 21%. The
apaity eieny of joint routing and protetion using p-yles is thus loser to
meshed networks than rings, whih is in agreement with the laim ring-like speed
with mesh-like apaity [8℄.
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